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Abstract: Although the Kazakh adjective, as in the other Turkic languages, is
thought to be an easy category, it is in fact relatively complicated. Some
semantically similar nouns require different adjectives. The fırst study on the
Kazakh adjectives was done in the beginning of the 20th century by
Baytursınulı. He c1assified the adjectives into a few groups and adopted terms
to them. These terms have not been used for many years, but recently they
started to reappear in the Kazakh linguistics. This paper is devoted to the
examination of adjectives which express human propensity. In addition to the
examination of some semantic properties, we also examine some sociolinguistic features in the use of the adjectives.
Keywords: Adjective, types of Adjectives, Linguistics, Kazakh Adjectives,
Kazakh adjectives expressing human propensity
Özet: Bütün Türk dillerinde olduğu gibi Kazakçada da sıfat basit görünürse
de, gerçekten oldukça karışıktır. Aynı ya da benzer anlamlara gelen bazı adlar
değişik sıfatları gerektirirler. Kazakça sıfatlar üzerine ilk yapılmış inceleme
20. yüzyılın başında çalışan Baytursınulı adına aittir. Baytursı nu lı sıfatları
tasnif edip çeşitli türlerine terimler uyarlamıştır. Bu terimler yıllarca kullanım
dışında iken şimdi tekrar Kazak dil bilimine kazandırılmaya başlamış. Bu
makalede insan eğilimi ifade eden Kazakça sıfatlar incelenir. Sıfatların
anlambilimsel özelliklerinin yanı sıra bazı toplumdilbilimsel özellikler de
incelenmektedir.
Anahtar sözcükler: Sıfat, sıfat türleri, dilbilim, Kazakçada sıfat, insan
eğilimi ifade eden Kazakça sıfatlar
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Kazakh adjectives denoting human properties
1. Some cross-Iinguistic ideas about adjectives
In his seminal work on adjectives, Dixon (1982 [1977]) discusses languages with different behaviour of adjectives and their close correspondenees: those which have a clear large category of adjectives as well as
those which have a very small such class, and even those which lack
adjectives entirely. Being much concemed with the semantic facts that are
assumed to be fundamental also for morphosyntactic behaviour, Dixon
proposes a number of semantic types of property concepts that, to various
extents, appear to be very consistently found in adjective classes of various sizes. A few of these are core types, and if a language has a class of
adjectives, then at least some of these can be expected to be found here,
regardless of how smaıı the class in question is. According to Dixon
(1982: 16) "the word class Adjective" is made up by seven semantic
types:
I. DIMENSION, e.g. big, large, little, smail, narrow, thick.
2. PHYSICAL PROPERTY, e.g. hard, light, rough, sweet.
3. COLOUR, e.g. black, white, red.
4. HUMAN PROPENSITY, e.g. happy, clever, generous.
5. AGE, e.g. new, young, old.
6. VALUE, e.g. good, bad, proper.
7. SPEED, e.g./ast, quick, slow.
Naturaııy

all these semantic classes can be found in Turkic languages,
including Kazakh, e.g. ülken 'big', kişkentay 'sma11', qattı 'hard', jeiUI
'light', qara 'black', aq 'white', baqıttı 'happy', epti 'clever' ,jana 'new',
jas 'young' ,jaqsı 'good' ,jarnan 'bad', jıldam 'fast', aqırın 'slow'.
In his later work, Dixon (2006: 3-4) shows the following core semantic
types typica11y associated with both large and sma11 adjective classes:
1. DIMENSION, e.g. big, smail, long, tali, short, wide, deep.
2. AGE, e.g. new, young, old.
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3. VALUE, e.g. good, bad, lovely, atrocious, per/ect, proper.
4. COLOUR, e.g. black, white, red.
He adds the following three peripheral semantic types typically associated
with medium-sized and large adjective classes:
5. PHYSICAL PROPERTY, e.g. hard, sofi, heavy, wet, rough, Slrong,
clean, hot, etc., with a subclass referring to corporeal properties, e.g.
well, sick, tired, etc.
6. HUMAN PROPENSITY, e.g. jealous, happy, kind, clever, generous,
etc.
7. SPEED, e.g./ast, quick, slow.
It seems important to stress some aspects of perception and viewpoint
relevant to basic types of adjectives. Although adjectives that denote
physical property are conventionalised, theyare frequently subject to
individualisation also in Kazakh. For example, the perception of anything
which is suwıq 'coıd' or jılı 'warm' and ıstıq 'hot' depends on how a
viewer feels temperature. it is quite common to avoid the adjective and
replace it with the noun muzday 'very cold' (muz 'ice +DAY 'like'), e.g.
qolıii muzday 'your hands are very cold', but *muzday qolıii.
it is certain that physical properties are more conventionalised than
human properties which are often a product of a speaker' s evaIuation,
excluding the cases of stereotypes. Therefore, axiological aspects should
be taken into account. Conventionalisation may be an inherent component
of national culture. For example, in many Turkic languages, including
Kazakh, the adjective denoting colour kök which is primarily 'blue' is alsa
used to denote the colour of young grass (Laude-Cirtautas ı 96 ı: 80-84)
which in other languages is 'green'.
Some properties or perception of some properties are not only
specifıcally Turkic, but also specifıcally Kazakh. For example, due to the
extensive area of Kazakhstan and great distances between settlements, a
distance of two or three hundred kilometres is normally perceived as jaqın
'near' .
AIso the inventory of adjectives designating some properties varies in
individual Turkic languages. Owing to dry climate, the Kazakhs use many
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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adjectives for 'dry, arid, parched', e.g. kewdir (grass, leaves, also old
man), qaq (trees, also dried fruits), qurğaq (steppe, weather, also wood,
leather, clothing), quw (grass, steppe, trees), quwan (steppe, grass,
weather, climate), some used only to objects and materials, e.g. qawdır
(leather, fabrics, paper).
The amount of verbs denoting the process of drying is even higher, e.g.
degdi-, kebersi-, kep-, kepsi, qawdırla-, qurğa-, sorğı-, tobarsı-, etc.
2. Study on adjectives in Turkology
Adjective is not suffıciently studied in Turkology. In relation to such main
word classes as pronouns, nouns and verbs, the number of studies on
adjectives is low in both general works and individual languages,
including Kazakh. There is no general study on Turkic adjectives. Most
articles are devoted to some specifıc types and categories of adjectives in
individual Turkic languages, e.g. Banguoğlu (1957), Kuznecov (1976),
Cüceoğlu (1971) on Turkish, Masıova (1988) on Kirghiz, Dobrynina on
Altay, for more details, especially earlier studies, see Johanson (1990:
186--192), for the studies on Kazakh see Aqtay (2013: 37). It is colour
terms that attracted particular attention of Turkologists (Laude-Cirtautas
1961, Ratsep 2012). An in-depth study on adjectives expressing human
propensity is done by Dobrynina (2012) for Altay.
The lack of interest in adjectives is due to the belief that adjective is a
simple word class characterised by the same categories as noun or similar
to it. The existing studies mostly focuse on such matters as semantic types
of adjective, degree, reduplication or so-called izalet of the third type. A
diffıculty in dealing with adjective is that many members of this word
class have the same forms as nouns. in other words, there is a subclass of
words that can function as both nouns and adjectives, and sometimes als o
as adverbs. For example, Lewis (1967: 42) is of the opinion that the names
of materials should be taken as words used indifferently as nouns and
adjectives, his examples for the attributive use of the names of materials
being altın bi/ezik 'gold bracelet' and demir perde 'iron curtain'. on the
other hand, adjective can also be used as noun and in this case it takes
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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typical noun suffixes, Le. plural, case and person, e.g. büyüklerim 'my
elders', gençlerin 'of the young' (Lewis 1967: 53). As Lewis has
observed, there are very few adjectives that cannot take noun suffixes or,
in other words, that cannot be used as nouns.
In any case, the adjective used as an attribute in a nominal phrase does
not take any suffixes which are only attached to the noun determined by it.
When used as a predicate, adjectives behave like nouns.
However, if we have a close look at adjective, we see that this word
class can be difficult for the learner and have some covert features.
Therefore, some researchers as Dobrynina (2012: 11) argue that adjective
is one of the most difficult word classes. It is also to be noted that there is
no uniform classitication of adjectives in Turkic studies, including the
question of izalet. The latter is a category dealt with by former studies,
new studies normaııy avoid it.
Kazakh adjectives were fırst studied by Baytursınulı, the founder of
Kazakh linguistics. Baytursınulı (1915 [2005]: 129) subdivided the
Kazakh adjectives into two types: (1) denoting origin (caııed tek sını), e.g.
ağaş ayaq 'wooden cup', kümis qasıq 'silver spoon', qağaz aqşa 'lit.
paper money; banknote', maqta jip 'cotton thread' (see also Aqtay 2013:
41) and (2) denoting inner or outer physical property, colour, shape, form,
state, e.g. biyik 'high; taıı', alasa 'smaıı; short', juwan 'thick', toq
'saturated', aq 'white', momın 'humble; meek', anqaw 'naive'. According
to Baytursınulı, the adjectives of the second type can take the comparative
suffix -IrAQ (in Baytursınulı's terms ta/ğawlı), e.g. jaqsıraq 'better' +jaqsı 'good' and have the superlative meaning (tandawlı) when preceded
by one of the following determiners, en, naq, tap, tım, bek, e.g. naq şeşen
'real orator' , tap zerek 'quite clever'. He also considers -p partial
reduplications superlatives, e.g. ap-awlaq 'very distant' .
in their grammar, Begaliyev and Sawranbayev (1944: 91-92) added
four to Baytursınulı's two semantic types: (1) relative (ara qatınastıq), (2)
expressing skiıı (öner), (3) possessive (taweldik) and (4) comparative
(salıstırmalı ).
Kazakh endeavours to create and develop an own linguistic school end
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up in the 1950s when most linguistic works started to base on Russian
gramınars and Russian linguistic schooL. However, despite the ban to refer
to Baytursınulı, many of his ideas were reilected in the studies of this
period and later, e.g. Şakenov's study on the adjectives where we see
Baytursınulı's two types called qualitative (sapalıq) and relative (qatıstıq)
(1961:17-18). Unfortunately, the difference between these two types is
not entirely clear. it is usually maintained that qualitative adjectives, take
the comparatiye suffıxes and can be reduplicated unlike relative
adjectives. However, some adjectives regarded as relative can also tak.e
such suffıxes, e.g. aqıldıraq 'wiser' +- aqıldı 'wise' +- aqıl 'wisdom' or
aqşıldaw 'more whitish' +- aqşıl 'whitish'; jap-jaqsı 'pretty good' +jaqsı 'good' cf. also
(1) Qay sınıptıii qızdarı ödemirek, uldarı kelbettirek? 'The girls of
which class are prettier and the kids more hands ome? , .
Most adjectives that take one suffix, can also take the other, though LAw is more frequent than -IrAQ. Therefore, testing adjectives by the
ability to take these suffıxes and to be reduplicated does not yield a perfect
classification.
(2) erinşektew 'lazier'
(3) *erinşegirek 'lazier'.
However, if we look at other adjectives formed with the suffıx -şAQ, it
turns out that many of them tak.e both suffixes, the exceptions being
aşuwlanşaq 'touchy, quick to tak.e offence', şamdanşaq 'id', boqtanşaq
'curser' .
3. Kazakh adjecDves expressing human propensity
There are many Kazakh adjectives that express human appearance and
propensity. Theyare either qualitative or relative. The grammars say that
some relative adjectives tum to qualitative, e.g. baysaldı 'quiet, eventempered', see also baysaldıraq 'more quiet'.
A feature characteristic of many adjectives denoting physical property
and human propensity is antonymy, e.g. jas 'young' : köri 'old', sıpayı
'polite' : döreki 'impolite'. However, in some cases onlyone of the
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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theoretically existing antonymous pair is used, e.g. aşköz, toyımsız,
qomağay 'greedy; insatiable'.
it seems that most primordial antonymous features are expressed by
various lexical items, whereas later or secondary features are often expressed by adjectives formed from a noun with suffıxes, e.g. -LI: -sIz, e.g.
senimdi 'reliable' and senimsiz 'unreliable'. it is also frequent of loanwords, e.g. meyirimdi 'merciful' and meyirimsiz 'merciless'. However,
Persian privative suffix bey- is also very common, even with Kazakh
words, e.g. beytan ıs 'unacquainted'.
Synonymy is different. As is known, there are various degrees on the
scale ofsemantic proximity. Some words are closer, some are more distant
to each other. Beyond the question of conventionalisation, we have to
reckon with individual choices and axiology. An important question is
also semantic combinability. For instance, the adjective juwas 'ı. mild,
meek. 2. submissive' (KRS 3 ı 5), is similar to tınış 'quiet, calın' (KRS
873). However, these adjectives cannot be used with the same nouns,
since the former is only used with animate nouns, e.g.
(4) JlC)'ac 6QJla 'quiet child' , JlC)'ac am 'calm horse' ,
while tınzş is most1y used with inanimate nouns, e.g.
(5) tınış teniz 'calm sea', tınış qala 'calm town'.
The adjective tınış is used with onlyone inanimate noun
(6) körşimiz tınış 'our neighbour is quiet', but *tınış körşi.

4. Pragmatic and stylistic aspects of Kazakh adjectives denoting
human propensity
The adjectives of this type often contain evaIuation, e.g. jaqsı 'good' and
jaman 'bad'; enbekqor 'hard-working' and jalqaw 'lazy'; ödemi 'pretty'
and usqınsız 'ugly'; aşıq 'open' and tuyıq 'closed'; quw 'cunning' and
anqaw 'naive'.
These aspects are also examined by stylistics. in a way similar to
nouns, also adjectives can be divided into groups according to style, e.g.
1. Assessing human character, behaviour or speech as impolite, rude,
coarse, e.g. döreki 'mde, coarse, vulgar', anayı 'boorish', turpayı
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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'uncouth, impolite', öreskel 'coarse, vulgar', oğaş 'coarse, vulgar'; there
are many other synonyms, e.g. qarabayır, ersi etc.
2. Assessing human character, behaviour or speech as polite, gentle,
gracious, e.g. sıpayı 'polite', biyazıy '1. kind, delicate. 2. polite', ıynabattı,
ıybalı, izetti' 1. well mannered; well-bred. 2. polite'.

5. Kazakh adjectives and sociolinguistic aspects
Sociolinguistic aspects, despite a growing amount of articles devoted to
sociolinguistics in Kazaklıstan, are little studied. This is because existing
books provide something like introductions to linguistics modelled on
Russian books, but do not merely examine Kazakh from the
sociolinguistic perspective. in the following, attention is paid to age and
sex. Since Kazakh society is quite hierarchised, we may expect that
societal hierarchy should be mirrored in language.
S.l. Age
The basic Kazakh words designating age are qart or qarıya 'old' and jas
'young'. Kazakh dictionaries qualify qart as a noun (QATS 9,387, QS
769), İ.e. 'old person, old man', which is probably correct, since this word
is not reduplicated, İ.e.
(7)jas ~ jap-jas 'quite young',
but
(8) *qap-qart.
However, qart is :frequently used before a noun as an attributive, e.g.
(9) qart adam (kisi, iije, ata) 'old man (person, grandmother, grandfather)'.
Qart is a word expressing esteem, while the normal word for 'old' is
kari, which can be reduplicated, kap-kari 'quite old; very old'. Qart is
more like 'an elder man; senior', while kar; is just 'old', without any
indication to politeness. Therefore, when addressing an esteemed person,
we do not say kari, but qart. it is to note that age designation of these two
terms is different, for in Kazakh age counting system (müşe/) the term
http://www.turkdilleri.org/
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designates the age between 61 and 72 years, where as körilik is
between 73 and 84 years.
Althougb in the Kazakh culture old age is respectful, kiiri with qız 'girl'
designates an old maid and this designation should not be pronounced in
the presence of a woman to which it is directed.
Another respectful adjective for an elder man is aqsaqaldı 'senior,
aged', derived from the compound noun aqsaqal 'respected man, elder,
senior', but it is rarely used.
There are also other words denoting aged people, e.g. egde 'old, aged
(of 5<k>0 years old)'. This word is qualifıed as an adjective (QATS 5,135,
QS 395). it is also a word ofpoliteness register.
In contrast to qart and egde, the adjective jas is naturaııy indifferent to
politeness. As in all cultures, 'old' and 'young' leave some space to
evaiuation and subjectiye assessment. it is clear when we use the term jas
to elder people to stress their activity and vitality, e.g.
(10) iilijassız ğoy 'you are stiıı young'.
There is also orta 'middle' between 'young' and 'old'. In Kazakh
national age counting orta is the period between 37 and 48 years. As is
known, this adjective is principaııy used for space (middle; mid-).
Naturaııy, there are some adjectives that by the virtue of the feature
designate youngsters, e.g. erke 'pet', kökmiy 'inept', til alğış 'compliant',
jasqanşaq 'shy' and iymenşek 'bashfuls', taldırmaş 'slender, sligbt'. The
adjective erke forms a few compounds which also designate adults, e.g.
erke-şora 'manish woman'.
5.2. Sex
Despite hierarchical character of the Kazakh society, the number of
adjectives used for one sex only is- not high.. There are some. typicaııy
female adjectives denoting prettiness~ some being additionally age
specifıc.

1. Adjectives denoting young girls and women:
'pretty (mostly about. face)', e.g. ajarlı
(wornan)';

ajarlı

qız

(liye/) 'pretty girl
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aruw 'pretty, beautiful'; like in the example above, aruw can be used to
girls, but not women; we can say aruw ana 'beautiful mother', but not
*aruw liyel;
suluw 'pretty', e.g. suluw qız (liye/) 'pretty girl (wornan)';
Other typically female adjectives are urısqaq 'quarrelsome', dolı, betbaq,
kökbet 'id', qıpşabel 'slender', sıpsın 'gossiper'. Some adjectives are used
only for women because of their biological characteristics, e.g. jükti,
ayağı awır 'pregnant', emizüwli 'she who gives breast (to ababy)'.

2. Adjectives denoting young boys and men:
ez 'weak, timid; indecisive';
ınjıq 'shy', cf. Injıq dep tım osal, tım juwas, özin özi qorğay almaytın,
jasıq
adamdardı
aytadı.
Qazirgi
jigitter
usaqtalıp
ketti
(http://kazbash.kzJquote/410) 'We callınjıq weak, submissive people who
cannot protect themselves. The youngsters are weakish nowadays';
jasıq 'weak-willed, timid';
qayrattı 'energetic, strong'
sotqar 'rogue; rascal';
şataqqumar 'quarrelsome' .
The adjectives shown above denote human propensity. It seems that the
adjectives denoting girls and women are more marked than those denoting
boys and men. Some are indistinctive to the sex, e.g. kelbelti and sımbattı
'beautiful' .
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/KaHe aI\fiapaT MHHuct'pJliriHiH; Tın KOMHTeTi, liiJliM /KaHe FLIJILIM
MHHHC1pJliri FLlJIblM KOMHTeTi, A. liaH~pCLIIq!JILI aTLIH,naFLI Tın
6iJliMi HHCTHTYTLI.
Şakenov 1961 = IIIaKeHoB, )1(. 1961. /(a3ipzi ~a3aIÇ milliHdezi CblH eciM
Kamezopwıcbl. AnMaTLI: I\a3aI\TLIH; MeMJIeKeTTiK 0I\Y ne,narorHKa
6aCnaCLi.
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